Gene conversion confined to a direct repeat of the acceptor splice site generates allelic diversity at human glycophorin (GYP) locus.
The glycophorin locus (GYP) on the long arm of chromosome 4 encodes antigens of the MNSs blood group system and displays considerable allelic variation among human populations. The genomic structure and organization of a variant glycophorin allele specifying a novel Miltenberger (Mi)-related phenotype, MiX, were examined. This variant probably arose from a gene conversion event involving a direct repeat of the acceptor splice site. Southern blot analysis indicated that MiX gene derived its 5' and 3' portions from glycophorin B or delta gene but its internal part from glycophorin A or alpha gene. Genomic sequences encompassing the rearranged regions of the MiX gene were amplified by single copy polymerase chain reaction. Direct DNA sequencing showed that during the formation of MiX gene, a short stretch of alpha exon III with a donor splice site has replaced a silent sequence in the delta gene containing a cryptic acceptor splice site. The upstream delta-alpha breakpoint is flanked by the direct repeats of the acceptor splice site, whereas the down-stream alpha-delta breakpoint is located in the adjacent intron. This segmental transfer produced a new composite exon whose expression not only transactivated a portion of silent sequence but also created intraexon and interexon hybrid junctions that characterize the antigenic specificities of MiX glycophorin. The identification of MiX as yet another delta-alpha-delta hybrid different from MiIII and MiVI in gene conversion sites suggests that shuffling of expressed and unexpressed sequences through particular genomic DNA motifs has been an important mechanism for shaping the antigenic diversity of MNSs blood group system during evolution.